Join DEED at the 126th Annual Conference and Exposition!

Don't miss these special sessions! (click text for more information!)

- **Opportunities for opportunities** - At the Opportunities for Opportunities session, hear compelling pitches for new directions in design engineering education research. Discuss these research paths with participants, find new partnerships, help others with their research interests!
- **Postcard Session** - Engage with three authors doing research in the area of Academic MakerSpaces! Engage with four winners of the Annual DEED Student Essay competition!
- **DEED Mix-and-Mingle & Business Meeting** - New this year! Join members of DEED for a 30 minute mix and mingle with heavy hors d'oeuvres prior to our DEED Business Meeting. Then stay for the DEED Business Meeting.
- **Best in DEED** - Our annual showcase of the crowd favorites! These papers received a best paper nomination during review, and following a review by the DEED directors, were narrowed down to include the following six papers. Attend this session to learn who wins DEED Best Paper!

DEED sponsored workshops:

- Using Requirements for Project Health Monitoring
- Learn to Make or Make to Learn? Exploring the Role of Technological Literacy in Engineering Design Education

Other DEED sessions:

- In addition to the above listed, DEED has six technical sessions, posters at the poster fair on Tuesday, June 18th from 11:30 to 1PM in the exhibit hall, and a booth at the Division Mixer!

Be sure to follow us on Twitter and join in the Design festivities at this year's annual conference!

**OTHER OPPORTUNITIES:**

- **Teaching PostDoc - Mechanical Engineering - Cal Poly San Luis Obispo:** This teaching Program seeks to attract and prepare outstanding individuals with completed PhD's for a successful career in engineering academia by gaining teaching experience and training at a premier teaching-oriented engineering institution. This is a full academic year appointment starting in September 2019 with the possibility of a one-year extension. This is an opportunity for Ph.D. recipients in engineering with an interdisciplinary mindset to join a unique institution that values undergraduate education and applied research activities. See [www.calpolyjobs.org/applicants/Central?quickFind=167504](http://www.calpolyjobs.org/applicants/Central?quickFind=167504).

The Fourth International Symposium on Academic Makerspaces (ISAM 2109) will be held in New Haven, Connecticut on October 16th – 18th, 2019. We invite submissions to the Papers track and the Posters and Videos track. More information is available at [https://isam2019.hemi-makers.org/](https://isam2019.hemi-makers.org/). Please contact [isam2019@yale.edu](mailto:isam2019@yale.edu) with questions.

**GET INVOLVED WITH DEED**

Consider running for a position. Positions open this year and accepting nominations include:

- Program Chair Elect and 3 Directors. Attend the DEED Business Meeting to take part in elections!

Contact us or click on our website for more information!

[deed.asee.org](http://deed.asee.org)  
[@ASEEDEED](https://twitter.com/ASEEDEED)  
[nagelrl@jmu.edu](mailto:nagelrl@jmu.edu)